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Careers You’ve 
Never Heard Of  

Pen Rider 

Although cowboys 
(and cowgirls) are 
less common than 50 
or 100 years ago, 
they do still exist.  

One of the remaining 
few cowboy jobs in 
the US is a pen rider. 
A pen rider is 
responsible for riding 
through a herd of 
cattle, finding, 
catching, and treating 
any sick or injured 
cattle. To learn more 
about becoming a pen 
rider check out this 
article.  

 

Keep up the 

beautiful work 

on those 

portfolios! 

New Podcasts 
 

Do you have questions about 
courses? Want to hear the News 

for the week? All our teachers 
have pitched in to give you a 

different agriculture perspective 
every single week.  

 
LISTEN NOW 

Recommended read: 
For this month's recommended read, please click 

over to Happy Ranch Wife. This blooming blog 

will knock your boots off!  Tammi Fladager grew 

up on a ranch, and now ranches with her husband 

in Northeastern Montana. Tammi tells of her and 

her husband’s learning process as they navigate 

ranching on a well-worn ranch; and her own 

struggles in returning to ranching after a few years 

of city life. Her blog displays her sense of humor 

as well as her drive and determination to learn.  

Follow their story here.  Happy Reading! 

“If we cannot count on ourselves to do the right 
thing, how can we count on anyone or anything 

else?”  
~Paul Harvey 

 

International 

Conference on Food 

and Agricultural 

Sciences 
 

Date: 11/14/2018 

Agricultural Engineering and 
Technology:  

If you’ve been wondering about the latest on 

GMO crops and their development, here’s an 

article from AgUpdate just for you: 

Frankenfood or a Better Bean?  
 

The article gives a report on a particular 

“recipe” for soybeans developed by the 

University of Minnesota just five short years 

ago.  They’re finally seeing the “fruits” of 

their labor.  
Corny Joke: 
 

What do you call a cow with no 

legs?  
 

Ground beef!  
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